Government and Public Sector
Plans

Overview
Governmental pension and benefits plans face increasing challenges from revenue shortfalls, investment
uncertainties, protesting taxpayers, concerned bondholders, growing regulation, and employees whom you still must
compensate properly—a motivating factor of their public service. Lawyers at Dentons can help you, as we have
helped others, steer a course among these competing forces.
We work with you to create, maintain and enhance pension and benefits arrangements that fit your employment
needs in the context of your own community, even after the impact of federal mandates and local policy constraints,
accounting and disclosure requirements, and income tax rules. Our lawyers can help your plan trustees and
investment managers safeguard plan assets by negotiating and enforcing your rights under the diverse, sophisticated
investment alternatives that currently are presented to you.
When you borrow, we can act as special pension counsel to explain your pension situation in offering documents for
prospective bondholders. For the governmental bodies of American Indian tribes and other native peoples, long
experience means our lawyers are especially sensitive to the need to preserve and protect sovereignty in benefits
arrangements. We are adept at working in the unique world where Indian law and benefits law overlap, as do the
needs of benefits arrangements both for traditional governmental function workers and employees of casinos or other
commercial enterprises.
Dentons understands the political, cultural, economic and social environments in which your business operates. We
recognize how these environments vary for governmental employers across global geographies, and we will apply
that understanding for your benefit.
We don't offer administration, actuarial or other pension consultancy services.

Representative Experience
Canada Post Corporation: Advising on designing and structuring its federally-regulated pension plan and
supplementary pension plan. Advising on plan governance and fiduciary liabilities and assisting with the day-to-day
administration of its retirement arrangements.
Canadian Wheat Board: Advising on the unique restructuring of the employee pension and benefit plans in the
context of fundamental changes.
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